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A variation on our popular Savannah chair, Annabelle is designed with a 
deeper back to accept a loose back pillow to accompany the loose seat 
cushion and kickpleat skirt. 
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 ANNABELLE
B2931-CH-11KS

NAIL TRIM AVAILABLE? YES (BASE AND OUTSIDE ONLY) 
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Eliminate Anabelle’s skirt for a more 
modern appearance, opting instead 
for the upholstered base. Add the 
optional swivel mechanism for 
increased utility and comfort. 

Additional Styles in this Collection  

B2931-CH-11US  
ANABELLE II 
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TRADE ONLY PRICING 
ALL PRICES COM, FOB PLANT 

Annabelle    
Annabelle II                 

$795
$795

Customization Options: CHAIRS 
 

Back Pillows    

Change from knife edge to boxed edge or vice 
versa No Charge 

 

Change to poly filled core No Charge  

Seat Cushions    

Add Self Decking $35   

Change to foam blendown or Poly fill Core No Charge  

Base Style    

Replace exposed foot  with waterfall skirt $75   

Replace exposed foot with kickpleat skirt $50   

Replace kickpleat skirt with waterfall skirt $50   

Replace any skirt with exposed leg No Charge  

Add Exposed Wood Base (Maple) $85   

Add swivel (NA with exposed leg) $100   

Change Exposed Leg Style to Other Stock Leg 
Style No Charge 

 

Add metal caster (cup or drive in) $35 per Caster  

Add carpet casters (skirted styles only) $25 per caster  

Trim    

Eliminate Welt from Cushions and Pillows No Charge  

Eliminate Welt from frame No Charge  

Replace Self Welt with Contrast Welt or Decorative 
Cord (std size up to 5/8" dia) $25  

 

Add decorative tape to skirt $75   

Change welt to topstitch or plain seam No Charge  

Add Nail Trim around perimeter of base $125   

Outline front of arms with Nail Trim (arms to front) $75   

Outline front of arms with Nail Trim (T cushion) $40   

Add nails to other locations $10/ ln.ft.  

Misc    

Increase seat depth to relaxed depth (adds 2" to 
std) $75   

Change Seat Depth to any other dimension $150  
+ $35/inch of change 

 

Add width, in 1" increments $150  
+ $35/inch of change 

 

Reduce width $150   

Change both seat depth and width , in 1" 
increments 

$200  
+ $35/inch of change 

 




